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Introduction

• Nature provide a wide array of goods and 
services of value to people (“ecosystem 
services”)

• Human actions affect ecosystems and the 
services they provide

• The provision of ecosystem services often is not 
factored into important decisions that affect 
ecosystems
– Asymmetry between marketed commodities and non-

marketed ecosystem services

• Distortions in decision-making damage the 
provision of ecosystem services making human 
society and the environment poorer 



The Millennium 
Ecosystem 
Assessment (2005)

Ecosystems and 
biodiversity are 
essential for human 
well-being

Ecosystem services 
as a central 
organizing principle



Millennium Ecosystem Assessment



Markets and incentives

• Markets provide clear signals of value for some 
goods and services

• Market do not provide clear signals of value for 
most ecosystem services
– Externalities

– Public goods

• Systematically ignore or undervalue 
ecosystem  services 



Millennium Ecosystem Assessment



Introduction

• How can we “mainstream” ecosystem 

services?

• Factor ecosystem services into everyday 

decisions by individuals, businesses and 

governments



Comparing ecosystem service accounting 

with economic accounting

• Prior to 1930s: no systematic accounting 

of the state of the economy

• 1940s: first measure of GDP

• 1947: first national income accounts

• Clear accounting framework – can score 

how well the economy is doing



Importance of measurement

• “If you can measure … 

you know something of 

your subject; but if you 

cannot measure it, your 

knowledge is meager 

and unsatisfactory." 

Lord Kelvin 



Importance of measurement 

• Modern version I: “If you can't measure 

it, you can't manage it.”

• Modern version II:  “If you don’t value it, 

you won’t sustain it.” 



Need for new measures 

• Economic measurement: 

national income accounts 

(GDP)

• GDP was designed for a 

specific purpose: 

measure flow of 

economic activity

• GDP is NOT a measure 

of welfare or sustainability



Getting back to nature

• Integrate the value of nature into 

government policies, economic accounts, 

corporate balance sheets, public 

awareness…



(1) Incentives

(2) Actions

Ecological        

production 

functions

A research agenda for ecosystem services

(5) Valuation

Other 

considerations

Benefits

and costs

Decisions by firms 

and individuals

Policy 

decisions

Ecosystems

Ecosystem 

services

(6) Economic

efficiency

(4) Biophysical 

tradeoffs

(3)

Polasky & Segerson Annual Review of Resource Economics 1: 409-434.



The Natural Capital Project:

Mainstreaming ecosystem services



“InVEST”

Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem 

Services and Tradeoffs

http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST.html
Frontiers of Ecology 

and Environment

Feb 2009



InVEST

• Set of computer-based models

• Biodiversity and multiple ecosystem 
services

• Driven by future scenarios

• Spatially explicit

• Biophysical and economic outputs

• Flexible and transferable



InVEST Process

Stakeholder Engagement

Scenarios

Change in management, climate, population

Output:

Maps 

Tradeoffs

Balance sheets

Biophysical Models

Economic Models





The Impact of Land Use Change on Ecosystem 

Services, Biodiversity and Returns to Landowners: 

A Case Study in the State of Minnesota

Polasky, Nelson, Pennington, Johnson. 2011. Environmental and Resource 

Economics 48(2): 219-242 

Photo by Raymond Gehman, National Geographic



Introduction

• Compare the impact on ecosystem services & 
biodiversity from: 
– Actual land use change from 1992- 2001 

– Alternative land use change scenarios

• Alternative land use scenarios:
– No agricultural expansion

– No urban expansion

– Agricultural expansion into highly productive soils

– Forestry expansion into highly productive forest parcels

– Conservation: low productivity ag land and ag land within a 100 
m buffer of waterways in MN River watershed were converted to 
pre-settlement vegetation



Outputs

• Ecosystem services
– Carbon sequestration

– Water quality (phosphorus exports in the Minnesota 
River Basin)

• Biodiversity
– Grassland bird habitat

– Forest bird habitat

– Overall biodiversity (all natural habitat)

• Returns to landowners
– Value of agricultural production

– Value of timber production

– Value of urban/suburban development



Change from 1992 to 2001 by scenario: 

carbon sequestration 
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Change in phosphorus exports to mouth of 

Minnesota River
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Percentage change in habitat quality for 

grassland breeding birds
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Percentage change in habitat quality 

for forest breeding birds
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Change from 1992 to 2001 by scenario: market 

returns to agriculture, forestry, urban 
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Annual value from land use change 

scenarios 1992-2001

Actual land 

use

No ag 

expansion

No urban 

expansion

Ag 

expansion

Forest 

expansion

Conser-

vation

Change in total value: 

carbon, water quality, ag 

& forest production, 

urban using actual 

prices  (M1992 $)

$3,328 $3,407 $3,040 $2,742 $3,300 $3,380

Change in returns to 

landowners: ag & forest 

production, urban using 

actual prices  (M1992 $)

$3,320 $3,343 $3,027 $3,418 $3,292 $3,221 



Estimating the full costs of meeting 

pollution reduction targets

Lake Pepin Photo by Guy Schmickle

Pennington et al. Working paper



Objectives

• Policy context: Lake Pepin TMDL is 
expected to require 50 to 80% reductions of 
P and sediment from current levels

• Estimate benefits and costs associated with 
alternative ways to improve water quality

• Benefits and costs include:

– Changes in agricultural returns

– Changes in the value of non-market 
ecosystem services

– Change in habitat for biodiversity 





Seven Mile 

Creek

Land Use

Water/wetlands
Roads
Residential/developed
Forest
Hay/Pasture
Row Crops NLCD 2001



Input

• Use National Land Cover Database (NLCD) 

2001 for data on baseline land use in 

Minnesota



Model outputs

• Ecosystem Services:

– Water Quality (SWAT and InVEST)
• Phosphorous Loading

• Sediment Loading

– Carbon Sequestration (InVEST)

– Agriculture production (SWAT and InVEST)

• Biodiversity Conservation (InVEST)

– Habitat quality for grassland birds

– Habitat quality for forest birds



SWAT model

Subtitle

SWAT inputs

Weather Inputs
•Precipitation
•Temperature
•Wind Speed
•Relative Humidity
•Solar Radiation

Land Cover (NCLD)
Soils - SSURGO
Digital Elevation Model



Water quality: phosphorus

• Phosphorus losses calibrated and validated for 
each hydrological response unit (HRU) using 
daily and monthly values averaged over 7-yr 
simulation

• Pathways of P loss in SWAT occur via overland 
flow

• P losses associated with ravine and streambank
erosion calculated outside of SWAT



Water quality: phosphorus

• SWAT output: 

– kg of phosphorus exports to the mouth of the 

study area

• For dollar value estimate we use non-market 

valuation study of willingness to pay 
– 40% phosphorus reduction in the Minnesota River - $188 

million annually in 2010$ (Mathews et al. 2002)

– So, if scenario reduces phosphorus exports by 10% we 

take ¼ of $188 million  



Carbon sequestration

• Carbon model accounts for carbon stored in: 
– Above-ground biomass

– Below-ground biomass 

– Soil 

• Carbon storage a function of land use and land 
cover and land management 

• We assume no carbon sequestration if land use 
does not change between scenarios

• With land use change, we take annual value of 
change in carbon storage linearized over 50 
years 



Carbon sequestration

• Tol (2009) mean social cost of carbon in 2011$ 
(~$60 per ton C) 

• Alternative valuation:  
– High and low SCC estimates from Tol (2009)

– Carbon market prices (EU ETS)



Agricultural production

• SWAT estimates yields for the following crops:
Feed

–Corn under conventional tillage

–Corn under conservation tillage

–Soybeans under conventional tillage

–Soybeans under conservation tillage

Biofuel

–Switchgrass biomass fertilized

–Diverse prairie biomass

• Crop yield is a function of soil type, slope, 
management, and water availability



Agricultural returns

• Predict returns to land in agricultural 
production in 2011$ 

• Returns
– Revenue: yield x price

– Production cost

• We assume no price response due to 
changes in production levels (e.g., small 
quantity effects in national/international 
market)



Crop
Price

(2011 $)

Cost

(less land rent; 2011 $)
Source

Current (2007-2011)

Corn w/chemical fertilizer 6.00 per bushel 532.00 per acre Lazarus 2011; FINBIN 2011

Corn (less 50% P chemical 

application)
6.00 per bushel 519.00 per acre

Lazarus 2011; FINBIN 2011

Corn w/ manure 6.00 per bushel 550.95 per acre

Lazarus 2011; personal 

communication with Al Larson, 

Davis Family Dairy 

Soybeans 12.50 per bushel 264.00 per acre Lazarus 2011

Sugar Beets 45.70 per ton 845.00 per acre FINBIN 2011

Switchgrass 75.67 per ton 148.00 per acre

Price based on bromegrass hay, 

FINBIN 2011; cost annualized 

over 10 year stand, Lazarus 

2011

High-diversity grassland 75.67 per ton 85.00 per acre

Price based on bromegrass hay, 

FINBIN 2011; cost annualized 

over 10 year stand, Lazarus 

2011

Historical (2002-2006)

Corn w/chemical fertilizer 2.77 per bushel 333.00 per acre Lazarus 2011; FINBIN 2011

Corn (less 50% P chemical 

application)
2.77 per bushel 320.00 per acre

Lazarus 2011; FINBIN 2011

Corn w/ manure 2.77 per bushel 352.00 per acre
Lazarus 2011; personal 

communication with Al Larson, 

Davis Family Dairy 

Soybeans 6.92 per bushel 195.00 per acre FINBIN 2011

Sugar Beets 45.50 per ton 693.00 per acre FINBIN 2012

Switchgrass 61.89 per ton 125.00 per acre

Price based on bromegrass hay, 

FINBIN 2011; cost annualized 

over 10 year stand, Lazarus 

2011

High-diversity grassland 61.89 per ton 76.00 per acre

Price based on bromegrass hay, 

FINBIN 2011; cost annualized 

over 10 year stand, Lazarus 

2011



Efficiency frontier

• The goal of the analysis is to find land-use 
patterns that maximize phosphorus 
reductions for a given economic return

• Frontiers
– With and without value of ecosystem services
– “Current market returns” based on 2007-2011 

price and cost data
– “Historic market returns” based on 2002-2006 

price and cost data



Results

Lake Pepin Photo by Guy Schmickle



Efficiency frontier for 

phosphorus reductions
1)	 2)	



Sensitivity to changes in market prices 

and ecosystem service values



Summary

• Spatially explicit analysis of multiple ecosystem services and 
biodiversity conservation 

• Joint provision of services:  one landscape, many consequences
– Tradeoffs among services under alternative management

• Tools to address three related tasks of
– Provision

– Value

– Policies and scenarios 

• The failure to incorporate the value of ecosystem 
services in land use planning can result in poor 
outcomes
– Low level of ecosystem services

– Low value of total goods and services from landscape



Further issues: Urban InVEST

• Current applications have concentrated on 
rural areas (“rural InVEST”)

• Developing an Urban InVEST model

• Ecosystem services:
– Storm water management

– Water quality

– Recreation

– Urban heat island

– Air pollution

• Integration of green and grey infrastructure 
in provision of services 



Distribution of benefits and costs

• Costs to protect natural capital necessary 

to provide ecosystem services may accrue 

to different groups than receive the 

benefits

– Example: upstream conservation for 

downstream water quality benefits

• Considerations of policies to connect 

beneficiaries with those who bear costs

– Example: Payments for ecosystem services



Distribution of benefits and costs

• Policies to align incentives 

• Payments for ecosystem services

– Example: water funds

• Tax/subsidy policies

• Tradable development rights…



Moving ahead

• We do not know enough BUT…

• We know enough to improve on current 

performance

• Pressing need to begin to mainstream 

ecosystem services into societal decisions



Thank you


